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Uncertainty evaluation for complex GPS characteristics  

A R T I C L E  I N F O   
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A B S T R A C T   

A proposal for estimating the uncertainty of coordinate measurements is presented, which can be applied in 
industrial conditions. The basis is the sensitivity analysis method supplemented with an experiment with the use 
of a non-calibrated object. The measuring task modelling procedure for complex geometrical characteristics is 
described. The results of research on the correlation of experimental results and the sensitivity analysis results 
are given.   

1. Introduction 

The accuracy of machine parts is described by a large number of 
different GPS (Geometrical Product Specification) characteristics [1,2]. 
As far as estimating the uncertainty of coordinate measurements is 
concerned, there is full agreement that the measurement uncertainties of 
different characteristics measured on the same coordinate measuring 
system (CMS) are different, and in some cases the differences can be 
significant [3]. Hence, emphasizing that a given technique is “task--
specific”, both in publications and in the ISO 15530 standard (e.g. 
Ref. [4]) becomes redundant. 

Numerous works on estimating the uncertainty of coordinate mea-
surements focus on obtaining the highest possible accuracy of the results 
[5–7]. This requires taking into account very specific factors that may 
influence the uncertainty, such as the sampling strategy (number and 
location of sampling points, length and diameter of the stylus tip, 
scanning parameters), position and orientation of the object in the CMS 
space, temperature of the object and CMS standards, etc. the list can be 
found e.g. in Ref. [4]). Such a detailed approach justified for calibration 
laboratories is very often not possible in industrial conditions, where 
simple procedures are needed and less accurate results are enough. 

At first glance, the use of calibrated workpieces [8] (but rather not 
use of “measurement standards”) technique is well suited for industrial 
applications. However, the condition for ease of use is that the “cali-
brated workpiece” form is identical. The main disadvantage is the high 
cost of making and calibrating the appropriate artefact. It should be 
remembered that in industrial measurements the object is placed in a 
specially designed holder and even slight differences in the design of this 
artefact with the workpiece may make it impossible to perform the 
experiment. It is less problematic to use one of the produced workpieces. 
However, even in the case of a workpiece with a complex design (engine 
body, camshaft, crankshaft), the calibration itself is cumbersome and 
expensive. By the way, it is worth noting that the earlier version of ISO 
15530-3, i.e. the technical specification ISO/TS 15530–3:2004 [9,10], is 
better suited for industrial applications. The reason is the issue of the 
so-called systematic error, which is simply included in the measurement 
uncertainty in the ISO/TS 15530–3:2004. 

The work [11] shows a universal way to estimate the uncertainty of 
coordinate measurements, namely modelling the measurement as an 
indirect measurement with the use of a mathematically minimal number 
of points enabling the definition of individual characteristics. These can 
be both surface points as well as axis or plane points and should 
represent the measurement strategy used, usually consistent with good 
measurement practice. These assumptions allow all particular geometric 
characteristics (dimensions, geometric deviations) to be expressed as 
functions of differences of workpiece points coordinates (it should be 
clearly emphasized that these are coordinate differences and not co-
ordinates). Relations expressing the point-point, point-axis, point-plane 
distances [12] are particularly useful for this purpose. 

In the same work, as in the classic virtual measuring machine 
(VCMM) [13], the residual (remaining after mathematical correction) 
geometric errors and head errors were used as information about the 
accuracy of the coordinate measuring machine (CMM). However, unlike 
VCMM, instead of simulation, type B evaluation was used, in which, 
based on the identified geometric errors, functions describing the 
maximum differences of geometric error values were determined. The 
arguments of these functions are differences of coordinates of workpiece 
points. 

The concept of using a minimum number of points and models based 
on strict mathematical formulae expressing every individual geomet-
rical characteristic as a function of the distances or differences in the 
coordinates of the pairs of points is continued in Refs. [14,15], where the 
use of the CMM kinematic model was abandoned. Instead, it was 
decided to use the CMS accuracy information contained in the formula 
on EL,MPE. More specifically, the standard measurement uncertainty of 
coordinate differences is calculated according to the formula from 
Ref. [16]: 

u=EL, MPE · b (1) 

This approach according to the classification of methods for esti-
mating the uncertainty of coordinate measurements given in Ref. [17] is 
classified as sensitivity analysis, and according to GUM as GUM uncer-
tainty framework [18,19]. 

This study analyses the possibility of the simultaneous use of the 
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results of an experiment similar to that described in ISO 15530-3, but 
performed on a non-calibrated object, and the methods of sensitivity 
analysis discussed in the works [14,15], in particular:  

• the procedure for building a measurement model for complex GPS 
characteristics is described,  

• the results of an experiment on a non-calibrated object and the 
correlation between the results of the sensitivity analysis calculations 
and the experiment are described. 

2. Measurement models 

A workpiece with a complex spatial form – a steering knuckle – was 
used for the research (Fig. 1). 

34 different characteristics have been distinguished, including:  

• circles diameters,  
• flatness,  
• parallelism of planes,  
• position of axis in regard to datum plane,  
• position of axis in regard to system of 2 and 3 datum features,  
• perpendicularity of axis in regard to datum plane,  
• symmetry,  
• concentricity. 

For most of the characteristics mentioned, suitable models can be 
found in Refs. [14,15]. In this paper we will focus on one example – the 
position of the hole axis in regard to the datum system. 

The datum system consists of:  

• primary datum – common plane of 3 planes PLA1, PLA2 and PLA3 
(Fig. 1),  

• secondary datum – axis of the hole CYL0 (Fig. 1),  
• tertiary datum – symmetry plane of planes PLA11 and PLA12 

(Fig. 1). 

The toleranced features are the axes of holes CYL1, CYL2 and CYL3 
(position tolerance, cylindrical tolerance zone). The plane constituting 
the primary datum is defined by 3 points marked in Figures as A, B and 
C. The plane constituting the secondary datum is perpendicular to the 

primary datum and includes points D (the hole axis point) and E (the 
symmetry plane point). The plane which is the tertiary datum is 
perpendicular to the primary and secondary datums and contains point 
D. Toleranced elements (axes of holes) will be represented by points S1, 
S2 and S3 (in general notation – point S). 

Normal vectors of the planes mentioned are needed for further cal-
culations. The normal vector u of the primary datum can be calculated as 
the vector product of the vectors AB and AC: 

u=AB × AC (2) 

Normal vector v of the secondary datum can be calculated as the 
vector product of vector u and vector DE: 

v= u×DE =(AB×AC) × DE (3) 

The normal vector w of tertiary datum can be calculated as the vector 
product of vectors u and v: 

w= u× v=(AB×AC) × ((AB×AC)×DE) (4) 

The distance of the hole’s axis from the secondary datum can be 
calculated by the formula 

l1 =

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒ES ·

(AB × AC) × DE
|(AB × AC) × DE|

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒ (5)  

which shows that this distance is a function of 12 input quantities, which 
are the coordinates of the 4 vectors in the formula. 

The position of the hole’s axis relative to the secondary datum is 
(according to Ref. [1]) equal to twice the absolute value of the difference 
of the distance l1 and the corresponding theoretically exact dimension 
value l1TED 

POS1 = 2 ·|l1 − l1TED| (6) 

The distance of the hole’s axis from the tertiary datum can be 
calculated by the formula 

l2 =

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒DS ·

(AB × AC) × ((AB × AC) × DE)
|(AB × AC) × ((AB × AC) × DE)|

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒ (7)  

which shows that this distance is a function of 15 input quantities, which 
are the coordinates of the 5 vectors in the formula. 

The position of the hole’s axis relative to the tertiary datum is equal 

Fig. 1. Workpiece used in experiments with designation of the features and characteristic points.  
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to twice the absolute value of the difference of the distance l2 and the 
corresponding theoretically exact dimension value l2TED 

POS2 = 2 ·|l2 − l2TED| (8) 

Position of the axis in regard to the datum system for the case of the 
cylindrical tolerance zone is defined as the double value of the observed 
distance of the axis from its theoretically exact position, i.e. it can be 
calculated according to the formula: 

POS= 2
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

(l1 − l1TED)
2
+ (l2 − l2TED)

2
√

(9) 

This distance is also a function of the 15 input quantities. 
According to the sensitivity analysis technique, the standard uncer-

tainty of measurement of individual characteristics is calculated ac-
cording to the formula: 

uc =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

∑k

i=1

(
∂l
∂xi

uxi

)2
√
√
√
√ (10)  

where k is the number of input quantities and xi are the individual 
quantities, and uxi are the standard measurement uncertainties of the 
individual distances xi calculated according to formula (1). 

As mentioned in the introduction, an important issue is the correct 
selection of characteristic points. These should be points distributed in 
accordance with good measurement practice, which means that they 
should cover individual features as widely as possible and should be as 
far away from the datums as possible. 

3. Experiment 

Measurements were carried out on CMM MicroXcel PFx 765 with 
TP20 probing head for which EL,MPE formula is: 

EL, MPE = 3 + 4L
/

1000 (11) 

The experimental part consists of measurements of the non- 
calibrated object carried out according to the procedure described in 
ISO 15530-3, i.e. 21 measurements spread over time were made. The 
measurements were performed in 3 different orientations of the work-
piece: two “horizontal” (Fig. 2) and one “vertical” (Fig. 3). In each 
orientation measurement was repeated 7 times. 

Standard deviations were calculated for all characteristics. The ob-
tained results were compared with the results of the calculations 
described in the previous chapter. Selected results are presented in 
Table 1. 

The correlation coefficient was calculated for the obtained results. 
The value was 0.74. 

4. Conclusions 

The models for estimating the uncertainty of coordinate measure-
ments using the sensitivity analysis technique, based on the formulas for 
the point-straight and point-plane distance, provided in Refs. [14,15], 
can be easily generalized for any complex characteristic, as shown on the 
example of the position of the hole axis in regard to the system of three 
datums. 

An experiment similar to that described in ISO 15530-3, performed 
on a non-calibrated workpiece, can be used to verify the results obtained 
computationally based on the information contained in the formula for 
EL,MPE. 

The proposed method is universal. Applies to all CMS for which the 
EL,MPE formula for length measurements is known. 

Acknowledgments 
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Fig. 2. Workpiece in experiments – one of the “horizontal” orientations.  

Fig. 3. Workpiece in experiments – “vertical” orientation.  

Table 1 
Selected results of experiment.  

Characteristics Sensitivity analysis u, μm Experiment s, μm 

Diameter B 1.6 1.9 
Diameter_CIR_1 1.5 1.9 
Diameter_CIR_2 1.5 2.0 
Diameter_CIR_3 1.5 1.6 
Perpendicularity_B_A 2.0 2.1 
Flatness_A 1.0 0.6 
Flatness_H 1.0 0.8 
Perpendicularity_D-A 2.2 1.4 
Parallelism_PlaG1G2 1.4 1.7 
Parallelism_CylW-G 1.4 1.5  
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coordinated by Alessandro Balsamo, INRIM [20]. 
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